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Abstract The arrival and development of remotely accessible services via the cloud has transfigured computer technology. However, its impact on personal computing remains limited to cloud-based applications. Meanwhile, acceptance and usage of telephony and smartphones have exploded. Their sparse administration needs and general user friendliness allows all people, regardless of technology literacy, to access, install and use a large variety of applications.

We propose in this paper a model and a platform to offer personal computing a simple and transparent usage similar to modern telephony. In this model, user machines are integrated within the classical cloud model, consequently expanding available resources and management targets.

In particular, we defined and implemented a modular architecture including resource managers at different levels that take into account energy and QoS concerns. We also propose simulation tools to design and size the underlying infrastructure to cope with the explosion of usage.
Functionalities of the resulting platform are validated and demonstrated through various utilization scenarios. The internal scheduler managing resource usage is experimentally evaluated and compared with classical methodologies, showing a significant reduction of energy consumption with almost no QoS degradation.
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1 Introduction

Mobile phones and personal computers are rapidly converging. However, on one hand, adoption and utilization of mobile phones have been significantly facilitated thanks to the service/application access model. On the other hand, computers are still following an operational model where management strongly rely on their users. They are in charge of configuring the operating system as well as buying, installing and updating pieces of software, with all the underlying consequences that may occur with a non-expert user. At work, potential issues can be prevented or solved with the help of a team of specialists, a solution consuming a lot of human resources. This favours the emergence of a new computing operational model leveraging the achievements of mobile telephony in term of services and usage and exploiting remote resources through access models such as cloud computing and peer-to-peer.

The objective of this article is to build a hybrid working model, that takes benefit from a mix between local installation/management and remote access to software and services executed in dedicated data centers or under-used consumers machines. In particular, we consider a service to be a remote application, i.e. the execution of some piece of software. The work presented in this paper has been conducted under a French Research project named ANR SOP (think global Services for persOnal comPuter).

We propose to study, design and implement a complete prototype for handling machines, their operating systems and the subscription to software packages. We present a platform composed of a resource management middleware, various schedulers, a software market and an autonomic manager. In parallel, a simulator demonstrates the feasibility of this approach for several hundreds of thousands or even millions of users.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 will describe related works. Section 3 introduces the SOP model and details the prototype’s architecture. Section 4 depicts the meta-scheduler algorithm and an energy-aware algorithm. Then, section 5 presents a simulation tool used for dimensioning large scale cloud infrastructures. Next, section 6 details scenarios to validate the elaborated platform and analyses experiments made with the scheduler algorithm on a real platform. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper and covers the discussion part.
2 Background

After several stages of evolution of the Internet, the Information Age today sees a new way to access and use IT resources: remotely but smoothly. Such usage intends to enable access regardless of geo-location, information processing being transparent for the user. The concept of cloud implements the services necessary for such use of remote resources [26–28]. In particular, transparency in cloud’s usage can be achieved through advanced interface (e.g., [1]).

Computing centers hosting cloud services are now composed of data centers comprising several thousands of machines. Their use has rapidly grown, thanks to the performance of resources and services they offer and the transparency it comes with [29]. There have been extensive studies, especially in the VM allocation and cloud reconfiguration areas, on how to manage data centers and clouds in regard to power consumption and QoS trade-offs.

The architectural framework for energy efficient clouds proposed in [13] introduces notions of VM provisioning, as well as allocation and reallocation of VMs on physical machines. The authors use the CPU resource to dynamically consolidate the VMs, thus reducing significantly the global energy consumption of the infrastructure. Moreover, the authors implement a VM replacement policy based on a double threshold (low and high), as well as a migration minimization policy, in order to limit the number of migrations, for instance from an overloaded host. The framework is evaluated according to two different metrics: total energy consumption of the infrastructure and service level agreement (SLA) violation percentage. The results show energy savings going up to 66% compared to an approach without migrations, while SLA violations are kept at a low rate. They study the impact of the SLA degradation on energy consumption reduction.

Xiao et al. in [24] present a system based on application requirement to support green computing in the cloud. The main way to do so is by consolidation. They introduce the concept of skewness, which represents the imbalance over the different resources consumption of a server, applied in their case to the CPU, memory and disk. Reducing this imbalance is aimed at increasing individual host’s utilization. The consolidation algorithm they present is based on a multi-threshold approach to define cold and hot spots. They define a server as a hot spot if the utilization of any of its resources is above a hot threshold. The temperature of a hot spot is defined as the square sum of its resource utilization beyond the hot threshold. It then reallocates VMs to reduce cold spots and mitigate hot spots. The authors also combine this approach to a virtual machine load prediction to better provision the resources.

Based on the observation that the type of application running inside a virtual machine can drastically change its behaviour depending on where the VM image is, Yang et al. in [25] propose different workload characteristic-aware bin packing algorithms to be applied for consolidation in cloud environment. They propose in their paper a dynamic programming optimal algorithm and an approximation heuristic that they compare between each other, the performance metric being the number of hosts used. The approximation algorithm is a bin
A packing algorithm called SEP-pack, which stands for separate packing. The idea being that, since it is possible to characterize the different VMs according to their type of workload, data intensive or CPU intensive, they have to be treated differently. That way, the heuristics allocate separately the VMs by separating the bins in two, allocating the data intensive VMs first in one part of the bins, and the rest in what is left. They evaluate the algorithms by comparing the near optimal solution given by SEP-pack to the optimal solution given by dynamic programming. The number of bins used by SEP-pack is obviously greater than the optimal solution, but is rather close to it, depending on how the separation of the bins is made. Characterization of jobs could also uses trace [22].

In [16], the authors present two algorithms for energy consumption reduction and migration cost mitigation in the cloud. They compute an exact solution based on integer linear programming in order to minimize the energy consumption under constraints of CPU, memory and storage of the VMs. Their approach allows to assign a power budget to each host, that should not be overran. They compare it with an energy-aware best fit heuristic. The evaluation is made between the optimal allocation provided by a linear solver, and an energy aware best fit allocation heuristic defined to find a sub optimal solution to the problem. The evaluation by simulation shows that although the ILP approach gives optimal placement, it does so in reasonable time most of the time for data center with under of 400 hosts and less than 500 VMs, the best fit heuristic being usable to compute faster solutions.

Another approach to the virtual machine packing problem by integer linear programming is also presented in [21]. The authors have worked on different VM packing algorithms that aim at reducing the energy consumption, modeled as the cost of the hosts’ electrical consumption and the cost of the reconfiguration. That way, the authors aim at reducing power consumption while maintaining a certain level of performance, and diminishing the cost of reconfiguration by live migration. Reducing collisions of VM live migration is made by putting a hard constraint on the number of VMs that can migrate from and to a host. Takahashi et al. then define two algorithms, a matching-based algorithm based on graph and the modeling of the problem, that computes the optimal solution, and a greedy heuristic that computes the solution faster. The algorithms are then compared in terms of power consumption, performance degradation, and computation time, by numerical simulation using traces of the T2K-Tsukuba supercomputer. They show that there is a need for a relaxation of the problem regarding the allowed number of migrations to be able to compute solutions even if the system is oversubscribed. The results of the experiments show that the algorithms yield an energy reduction of between 15% and 50%, and that if the greedy algorithm has the advantage in terms of power consumption, the matching-based algorithm has the advantage in terms of performance degradation.

All those approaches are akin to ours, as the main focus is to save energy by powering off hosts unloaded by consolidation. However, small differences are to be seen on the sort of information the manager has, whether it is categorizing
the virtual machines, being able to oversubscribe the hosts, and how to manage virtual machines migration and the bottleneck induced. The main difference being the ability to take into account the actual overhead of powering on and off hosts.

3 New Model Proposed

3.1 Introduction

In this hybrid model called SOP model (for thinking global Service for per-
sonal comPuter), users connect their terminal and choose the applications they want to access. For some, they will have to pay for the related licenses, whereas others will be available for free. After this selection phase, the software will be either locally installed or made remotely accessible. The choice of these setup policies is based on the user, the machine (not powerful enough), the resource center (load, energy consumption, licenses), the software (not accessible remotely, bandwidth hog, multi-user), the preferred QoS criteria (speed, privacy, redundancy), the energy consumption, etc. Once the installation finished, the software will be available transparently for the user. It will be executed either locally or remotely, in a data center or even on un- or under-used resources of another individual, this last option leading to a decrease of energy consumption. The overall software architecture, including the operating systems, is deployed, managed, and optimized by the service provider in a fully transparent and dynamic way.

3.2 Proposed architecture

The proposed architecture involves several pieces of software and new policies to manage this complex system:

- a well known cloud software (OpenNebula) to manage several clouds with:
  - classical data-centers used as cloud platforms for Infrastructure As A Service (called Clouds Provider in figure 1)
  - clouds composed of the users’ computers (called User Clouds in figure 1)
- Extension of cloud resource management policies of OpenNebula (SOPVP) to manage this complex architecture with regard to energy and QoS constraints
- A software to federate the different clouds: Vishnu and a new meta-scheduler to manage several clouds with regard to energy and QoS constraints
- A market place to help non-expert user to access computer capabilities with a ”green attitude”
- An autonomic manager to provide transparent management of this highly complex, dynamic, and distributed architecture
We consider a set of users that submit jobs to be executed. Each individual can be either idle (inter-session phase) or involved in an on-going session of a remote application. We shall distinguish three broad categories of applications:

- Interactive: Applications in this class require resources for a finite duration which could be interspersed in time with periods of inactivity. OpenOffice (Document edition) is an example of a software application in this class.
- CPU-intensive: This class of applications are those that require physical resources for a continuous and finite duration of time. Scilab, for example, fits within this class.
- Permanent: This class contains software applications such as web servers or database servers that have no end date. Once a virtual machine hosting a web server is instantiated, it is assumed to be functional forever, waiting for requests or processing them simultaneously.

3.3 Vishnu

Vishnu[2] is an open-source distributed resource management middleware enabling to federate and manage distributed HPC clusters and cloud infrastructures, in order to offer to users a unified and easy-to-use user interface. Providing command line interfaces and application programming interfaces (API) in several programming languages, Vishnu provides users with a simple way to access and use the underlying resources, without needing any specific knowledges on the backend cluster/cloud resource managers. SLURM[6], LoadLeveler[7], OpenNebula[4], to name but a few, are supported resource manager backends. Figure 2 presents the global architecture of Vishnu.
Within the SOP architecture, Vishnu acts as the main resource manager in front of the backend OpenNebula-based clouds. In particular, Vishnu responses to access requests by starting applications within VMs it deploys on appropriate resources. Vishnu has been modified to overcome the specificities of the SOP project: an increased support for OpenNebula, a new communication layer based on ZeroMQ [5] integration of SOP’s meta-scheduler to distribute the jobs. When a user requests an application through the Market (see section 3.4), the request is forwarded to Vishnu which is responsible for handling the submission and the execution on the underlying clouds. To achieve that, Vishnu relies on the 4.1 algorithm to select the target cloud based on the underlying cloud accounting information. Once the cloud is selected, Vishnu relies on the target OpenNebula instance to execute the job. Basing on request parameters, including the target application and resource requirements (CPU, memory...), Vishnu is also in charge of preparing and requesting the creation of the related virtual machines to OpenNebula, and executing the requested application on these virtual machines. This phase of configuration and deployment should be automatized for easy use of cloud [15]. Vishnu then monitors the whole execution of each request, it controls the state of the applications during their execution, and, once a request is completed, the virtual machine is destroyed to free up resources. More precisely, the destruction of the virtual machine is orchestrated by Vishnu, but handled by OpenNebula.
3.4 Market

The store is the main interface for SOP users. It offers a description of the proposed software applications and an interactive help module allowing users to choose the tools they would like to buy.

After the purchase, programs will be installed automatically. The solution is based on the open source content management system "Drupal".

The Market integrates an ecopoints allocation system in order to reward users whose machines have been used to launch a third-party application. It analyzes the job submission logs and OpenNebula logs and affects ecopoints to these users (proportionally to the VM runtime). All ecopoints can be used to buy applications on the market.

3.5 Scheduler

OpenNebula already provides a base scheduler with its installation. It is a configurable scheduler called match-making scheduler or mm_sched and is described in details in [10].

The mm_sched algorithm operates in three simple steps:
– Filter hosts that lack the required characteristics (e.g: that are not in the right state or don't have enough resources).
– Sort all hosts according to the ranking policy (described hereafter).
– The hosts with the highest rank are chosen for the allocation.

In this article we will present a SOPVP algorithm implemented in OpenNebula, and presented in Section 4.2.

3.6 Autonomic manager

The FrameSelf [18] architecture is based on the IBM autonomic manager architecture reference [23]. It is organized into four main modules: Monitor, Analyzer, Planer and Executer. These modules share a same knowledge base and dynamically enable the management of legacy entities using sensors (information from legacy) and effectors (action on legacy).

The knowledge base must be simple and generic to be easily handled by the four control loop modules. Occurrences of knowledge elements generated during the management steps (e.g., symptoms, requests for change, change plans...) must be presented in generic formats independents from the managed resources. The resource identification and the description of its interactions must be represented using powerful representation tools. Frameself allows to use different models of knowledge like logical rules, semantic with inference rules or mathematical model like queuing formula. FrameSelf global architecture is described in Figure 3.

The monitor module provides the mechanism that correlates events collected from a managed resource sensors and generates symptoms or reports. It
receives as input events collected from managed entities and checks if symptom occurrences should be created as a response. The monitor module is decomposed into several subcomponents: normalizer, filter, aggregator, collector, etc.

The analyzer module provides the mechanism that correlates and models complex situations. These mechanisms allow the autonomic manager to learn about the environment and help predict situations. The analyzer receives as input symptom occurrences and checks if a request for change should be created as a response. The Analyzer is a composite module that contains a symptom collector, a request correlation and a request generator.

The planner provides the mechanisms that construct the action needed to achieve objectives. It exploits policies based on goal and environment awareness to guide its work. It receives as input symptom occurrences and generates action plans as response. The planner contains a plan generator and a policy manager.

The executor provides the mechanisms that control the execution of a plan with consideration for dynamic updates. It receives as input a sequence of actions and performs it by using managed entities effectors. The executor is a composite that contains a plans collector, an actions correlation and an action executor component able to execute script and action using different kind of technology (Web services, Rest, RMI, script file, etc.)
4 Schedulers

4.1 Meta-scheduler

The meta-scheduler handles the inter-cloud direction and redirection of VMs. As such, it has to comply to several requirements in order to maintain a coherent choice of the most suitable clouds. Since there is no knowledge of the actual state of the user clouds, the success rate, thus the quality, of a meta scheduler will be defined as its tendency to succeed, or not, the task placement. A VM can be sent to a user cloud without any guarantee that the cloud scheduler will be able to properly place it. In such a case, the VM will be sent away from the user cloud, to another one.

The meta scheduler will need to prevent sent away VMs to be redirected again to the same user cloud. At the same time, the meta scheduler will have to avoid starvation of the virtual machines by ensuring that a VM does not get bounced away too often, for example by ensuring that a VM is sent back to the data center cloud when it has been rejected too often. The choice of the data center cloud will be made because of its superior material capacity, compared to user clouds, that comprise only desktop and mobile computers, as opposed to powerful servers. We will thus choose a maximum number of times that a VM is allowed to go through the meta scheduler. The meta scheduler will have to maintain a cache of the allocation informations of the previous decisions.

In order to have a consistent behaviour, and because of the limited knowledge of the actual state of the different clouds, the meta scheduler will make its choice based on aggregated metrics. It will have to prioritize certain tendencies over others.

The decision algorithm is based on the following aggregated metrics, as well as generic informations like task id and type, as well as originating cloud if there is one and cloud owning the task, that has to be given for the meta scheduler to keep track of its choice. The aggregated metrics that have to be retrieved for the clouds are the global CPU and memory load, which is the percentage of CPU and MEM load of the entire cloud. The number of VMs and physical hosts are also to be sent to the meta scheduler. We will also send the number of hosts whose CPU load is over 50%, as well as the number of hosts whose MEM load is over 50%. Finally highest mean resource load has to be sent, which represent the maximum between the average CPU and average MEM load. Those metrics and their notations are summed up in table 1.

The first metric we are going to compute will be used to determine the portion of lightly loaded hosts. We arbitrarily defined that a lightly loaded host is represented by a resource load $r \leq 50\%$. The metric $X$ and is defined as follow:

$$X = \max\left(\frac{h_{CPU}^{\leq 50\%}}{\#H}, \frac{h_{MEM}^{\leq 50\%}}{\#H}\right)$$
Table 1  Meta scheduler metrics and notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ID of user cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load&lt;sub&gt;PC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Cloud’s global CPU load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load&lt;sub&gt;ME&lt;/sub&gt;M</td>
<td>Cloud’s global MEM load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># VM</td>
<td>Number of VM in the cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># H</td>
<td>Number of hosts in the cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&lt;sub&gt;CP&lt;/sub&gt;U &lt;50%</td>
<td>Number of hosts where CPU load is below 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&lt;sub&gt;MEM&lt;/sub&gt;M &lt;50%</td>
<td>Number of hosts where MEM load is below 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HML(CPU, MEM)</td>
<td>Highest mean load between CPU and MEM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We then define the second metric which is the highest mean resource load of a cloud, represented by \( Y \) and defined as:

\[
Y = HML(CPU, MEM)
\]

The last metric is about the virtual machines running on a cloud. In order for this value to be comparable to others, we need to proceed in several steps. We have to first construct a sorted list of user clouds. The list will be sorted in increasing order according to the following comparison function:

\[
\text{ranking}(c) = \max\left(\frac{\text{load}_c^{CPU}}{\#VM}, \frac{\text{load}_c^{MEM}}{\#VM}\right)
\]

Once the clouds are sorted, we will use the value represented by the rank of each cloud in the list.

\[
Z = \text{rank}(c)
\]

We can now use the different values presented here to compute the choice metric to be maximized:

\[
\text{choice} = \alpha X - \beta Y - \gamma Z
\]

This metric is to be used in the algorithm presented in algorithm 1. The meta-scheduler algorithm has been implemented in Vishnu.

4.2 SOPVP

4.2.1 Problem Formulation

In this section we focus on the SOPVP algorithm which is the scheduler used in the data center. We first present the environment and the problem we are trying to solve. We are set in a cloud, operated over a single data center by a provider called in the figure1 Cloud Provider. The provider allows user to start and run VMs, with the constraint of having provided to them what they have required.

The cloud has \( H \) physical hosts, with the ability to power on and off when empty. Over time, VMs are run on the cloud for a certain duration. Over the duration \( T \) of the experiment, \( J \) VMs will be executed. Each VM has resource
Data: Aggregated cloud monitoring values
Result: Cloud id \( c_{\text{id}} \) of the chosen cloud

\[
\text{clouds} = [ ] C; \quad \text{task} t; \\
\text{if} \quad \text{task} \ t \ \text{originates from a cloud} \ c \ \text{in} \ C \ \text{then} \\
\quad \text{Send} \ t \ \text{to} \ c; \\
\text{end} \\
\text{if} \quad \text{task} \ t \ \text{is not in} \ \text{cache} \ \text{then} \\
\quad \text{Add} \ t \ \text{to} \ \text{cache}; \\
\text{else} \\
\quad \text{Increase try counter in} \ \text{cache}; \\
\text{end} \\
\text{if} \quad \text{number of} \ \text{tries exceeds} \ \text{MAX} \ \text{then} \\
\quad \text{Send} \ c \ \text{to} \ \text{data center}; \\
\text{end} \\
\text{Sort} (C) \ \text{according to the} \ \text{ranking function}; \\
\text{max_value} = -\text{infinity}; \\
\text{chosen_cloud} = \emptyset; \\
\text{foreach} \ c \ \in \ C \ \text{do} \\
\quad \text{X} = \text{max}\left( \frac{\text{hCPU}}{\text{h}} \frac{\text{CPU}}{\text{h}}, \frac{\text{hMEM}}{\text{H}} \frac{\text{MEM}}{\text{H}} \right); \\
\quad \text{Y} = \text{highest mean load} (\text{CPU}, \text{MEM}); \\
\quad \text{Z} = \text{rank}(c); \\
\quad \text{choice} = X \times \frac{H}{2} - Y \times H - Z; \\
\quad \text{if} \ \text{max_value} < \text{choice} \ \text{then} \\
\quad \quad \text{chosen_cloud} = c; \\
\quad \quad \text{max_value} = \text{choice}; \\
\text{end} \\
\text{end} \\
\text{return} \ \text{chosen_cloud}; \\
\]

Algorithm 1: Meta-scheduler algorithm

requirements, which we chose in our case to be CPU and RAM. Let’s note \( \text{vm}^{\text{CPU}} \) the number of CPU required by a VM, and \( \text{vm}^{\text{MEM}} \) the number of MB of RAM required by the VM. The VMs will be allocated on the different hosts so that their requirements are matched. We will note \( e_{\text{vm},h} = 1 \) if the VM \( \text{vm} \) is allocated to the host \( h \), \( e_{\text{vm},h} = 0 \) otherwise.

If \( h^{\text{CPU}} \) is the CPU capability and \( h^{\text{MEM}} \) the MEM capability of the host, the load of the host is defined as the following:

\[
\text{load}_r^h = \sum_{\text{vm} \in J} \frac{\text{vm}^r \times e_{\text{vm},h}}{h^r}
\]

The load of the host over each resource considered by the VMs should never be exceeded.

Each VM is finite in time, thus will also be defined by its duration:

\[
d_{\text{vm}} = t_{\text{sched}} + t_{\text{boot}} + t_{\text{run}}
\]

Where \( t_{\text{sched}} \) comprises the scheduling time and the time for its implementation. The values \( t_{\text{boot}} \) and \( t_{\text{run}} \) represent respectively the time taken by the VM
boot time, and the time during which the VM is in the running state. It also
means that if a VM requires an hour of time on the cloud, it will effectively
run the requested hour minus the time taken to spawn and boot the VM.

4.2.2 Metrics

We defined a hard bound on how the different jobs are to be allocated, meaning
that a VM can’t get less than required. This also means, that to be able to
have a sort of QoS metric, we can’t reach inside the VM to get response time
for example, because this model is agnostic to what kind of application the
VM is running. That’s why we will define the QoS metric of the VMs run on
the cloud by defining the effective duration of the VMs:

\[\text{\(d_{\text{eff}}^{\text{vm}}\) = \(\frac{t_{\text{run}}}{d_{\text{vm}}}\)}\]

An effective duration of 90\% of a particular VM will mean that this VM spent
90\% of the requested time in the running state.

The other performance metric we obviously want for our model is the
energy consumption of the cloud. We will use the real energy consumption,
calculated as the sum of all the power consumptions measured over all the
hosts.

\[E = \int_0^t P_t dt = \int_0^t \sum_{h \in H} P_h dt\]

4.2.3 The algorithm

The implementation of the scheduler for the cloud that we defined will follow
the same functioning pattern as \texttt{mm_sched}. We will have the same periodic
calls to the scheduler in order to have a consistent comparison.

The scheduler has to take into account different constraints. The first is
that it has to be separated into two distinct algorithms: one for the initial
allocation of VMs, and one for the periodic reconfiguration of the VMs in
the cloud, to better handle the subset of migrations that have to be done for
energy reduction without having to reallocate all VMs. The algorithm allocates
pending VMs based on a best-fit heuristic.

The algorithm to reallocate will bring the most energy savings by using
consolidation to reduce the number of hosts used by the VMs when the system
changed because some of the VMs have ended for instance. We used a modified
vector packing algorithm, described as algorithm 2, to reallocate the virtual
machines from one or several hosts to reduce the global host number. The
approach used is based on the algorithm presented in [20], and is working by
separating the hosts in as much list as we have dimensions for the allocation.
Each list contains the hosts with more requirements in one particular resource.
In our case, we will have two lists, one for the hosts that have more CPU than
MEM, and one for the opposite. The CPU and MEM are not the same type of
resource, since the CPU can be oversubscribed more easily than the memory. Furthermore, it is better not to provide an application with less memory than it requires. However, we took into account both resources at the same level to guarantee an execution time quality of service for applications running inside VMs.

Then, the VMs are allocated to the hosts, previously sorted, so that the allocation reduces the current resource imbalance. For example, if the VM has $vm^Cpu > vm^Mem$ then we will pick preferably a host from the list where $load^Mem_h > load^Cpu_h$. That way, the imbalance of resource consumption will be reduced.

We have to choose the number of hosts that we will try to consolidate. That number can be chosen in several ways, like having thresholds to define low loaded hosts that will be chosen to consolidate, or, like we do in this paper, choosing to unload a fixed number of hosts. That number must vary regarding the global number of hosts and VMs. In addition, it will also have to depend on the number of concurrent migrations that can be made toward one host, and on the network infrastructure. Live migrations are putting a strain on the network as they transfer the memory pages of the VM potentially more than once, depending on how data intensive is the application. That being said, the number of hosts chosen for unloading needs to be capped to the maximum amount of concurrent migration one wants, as well as being tailored to match the infrastructure size.

We will compute the number of hosts to be 20% of the total host number $H$, with a minimum of one (1) host. We also chose to mitigate that number regarding the projected amount of migrations, as we will describe in 6.2.3. The algorithm 2 is presented for a number of hosts to unload equal to 1, since the extension to several hosts is rather straightforward.

As we can see, in the algorithm, one should note that the migrations are only enforced if and only if the host may be fully unloaded. It is an optimization choice. The aim is to avoid migrations that could be irrelevant because another decision may be better in the next scheduling loop and that will only generate overhead. The algorithms are evaluated in section 6.2.

5 Platform Design

Build and support a platform based on classical clouds and clouds built from customers hosts while ensuring service quality is challenging. One of the possibilities to anticipate problems, including design, is the use of simulation platforms. It is the objective of the NEST [3] environment to enable a provider to scale its platform based on its actual and forecasted usage.

As a matter of fact, NEST can model the cloud infrastructure represented in Fig.4 (Servers, LAN, Front-ends), the users accessing their favourite services and the network.

The simulation model is aimed at predicting response times perceived by users in a cloud computing environment under the SaaS model. We assume
begin Consolidate VMs
    \( H = \text{sort}(H, \text{load ascending}); \)
    \( \text{llh} = h \in H \text{ where } \min(\text{load}_h^i); \)
    \( \{H_{\text{CPU}}, H_{\text{MEM}}, \text{Migrations}\} = \emptyset; \)
    for \( h \in H, h \neq \text{llh} \) do
        if \( \text{load}_h^\text{CPU} > \text{load}_h^\text{MEM} \) then
            add \( h \) to \( H_{\text{CPU}}; \)
        else
            add \( h \) to \( H_{\text{MEM}}; \)
        end
    end
    success = True;
    foreach \( \text{vm} : (r_{\text{vm, llh}} = 1) \) do
        found = False;
        if \( \text{vm}_{\text{CPU}} > \text{vm}_{\text{MEM}} \) then
            found = Try to find a suitable host \( h \) in \( H_{\text{MEM}} \) first, then \( H_{\text{CPU}}; \)
        else
            found = Try to find a suitable host in \( H_{\text{CPU}} \) first, then \( H_{\text{MEM}}; \)
        end
        if \( \text{found} \) then
            add \((\text{vm}, h)\) to \( \text{Migrations}; \)
            change list of \( h \) if needed ;
        else
            success = False;
        end
    end
    if success = True then
        enforce \( \text{Migrations}; \)
    end
end

Algorithm 2: SOPVP Reallocation algorithm

that each instance of a software application is executed within a virtual machine running on a computing node of a data center, and that VMs running concurrently on the same node share fairly its capacity. This model explicitly takes into account the different behaviours of the different classes of software applications (interactive, CPU-intensive or permanent).

Through SLA configurations for the services, the simulation tool allows analysing the performance of cloud infrastructures based on predefined user demands. In addition, it helps identifying bottlenecks that lead to poor performances, be it an overloaded server or an under-dimensioned infrastructure. Consequently, we can use this tool to dimension a cloud infrastructure in a “design by testing” approach. By defining traffic matrices for each of the services (user demands) and running some simulations, we can assume that the available infrastructure is able to handle the user demands if all user SLOs (Service Level Objectives) are satisfied. We then scale this demand until some QoS violations arise.

The simulation results contain metrics that guide the provider in the dimensioning process. These metrics include memory consumption and CPU utilisation at each node.
6 Scenario and validation

6.1 Scenario

We designed scenarios to validate the elaborated platform and demonstrate some of its functionalities. The three most relevant are described below. They are contiguous; the final state of a scenario is the initial state of the next one.

The first scenario, illustrated on the left-hand side of Fig. 5, depicts the installation of a new software application.

1. While browsing the store, the user 1 finds scilab, an application he is interested in. He consequently press a "download & install" button.
2. After handling any relevant budgetary actions, the application is either:
   - downloaded and installed on its machine. This process takes place if the application can be locally executed. The user can also connect to a remote VM running the software during its local installation to instantly access it.
   - made remotely accessible to the user. Due to SOP1 being a tablet with low resources, this option is chosen.

Both options eventually result in the creation of a "launch" button on the user’s desktop.

The second scenario, shown in the right-hand side of the same figure, describes the consequence of launching the software, i.e. the deployment of a VM running scilab.

1. The user 1 wants to use its freshly installed software. He presses the "scilab" button on its desktop and selects a scilab script he wants to run.
2. Given user’s inputs, a Vishnu command ”start job” is generated with the appropriate parameters.
3. Vishnu’s meta-scheduler selects the most appropriate cloud to execute this new job and send a command requesting the instantiation of a suitable VM.
4. Said VM is instantiated and deployed on the location selected by SOPVP, the machine SOP2 of the user 2.
5. The scilab script submitted by the user 1 on his machine SOP1 is remotely executed in the new VM. Its result will be made available to user 1 when obtained.

The third scenario is illustrated in Fig. 6. It consists in the shutdown of SOP2, leading to the migration of the VM to another cloud.

1. User 1 still has an execution of scilab on user2’s device.
2. User 2 wants to stop her machine and activates the corresponding button, sending an event to the autonomic manager.
3. The stop of host sop2 is blocked until scilab migration
4. The autonomic manager checks whether VMs owned by another user are currently running on SOP2. If it is not the case, the machine is indeed stopped (11). Since user 1’s VM is executed on SOP2, the autonomic manager starts the migration process. It disables machine SOP2. This state does not impact the execution of currently hosted VMs but forbid any new instantiation.
5. Different OpenNebula calls are handled by the autonomic manager:
– each VM owned by another user, here the only considered VM, is put in the state reschedule. They will be treated by SOPVP during its next loop.

6. Since SOP1 can not support its execution and no other machine is available, the VM can not be executed within the same cloud. SOP VP notifies the autonomic manager for it to start the inter-cloud migration process. It sends an OpenNebula command to freeze and save the VM.

7. The autonomic manager sends a Vishnu command asking for the redeployment of a job and gets back the location selected by the meta-scheduler. It copies the created checkpoint to the selected location and creates a corresponding template there.

8. Vishnu sends an OpenNebula command to the selected cloud requesting the instantiation of a VM with the freshly created template.

9. The VM is instantiated within the targeted cloud on a location selected by SOPVP. An event is sent to the autonomic manager which will be treated in the (11) action.

10. User 2’s VM running his scilab script is now remotely executed in the cloud provider.

11. The autonomic manager receives the event alerting it of the state of the new VM. It deletes the initial VM and, since there are no more VM running on SOP2, finally shutsdowsn the machine.

In this inter-cloud scenario a specific work is done to manage IP address of WM, we use a coherent mapping plan to avoid possible more complex solution using overlay address.
6.2 Schedulers

6.2.1 Experimental Platform

In this section, we will describe the experimental platform and methodology used to evaluate the allocation and reallocation strategies, and compare them against each other. We have done the experiments on a RECS testbed [12]. It comprises a single cloud deployed with OpenNebula over KVM, on 6 Intel i7-3615QE nodes (4 cores). Power consumption values are retrieved for each single processor with a Plogg watt-meter, thus giving us the ability to monitor each host (i.e: an i7) separately. In regards to OpenNebula, VM images are stored in a shared NFS storage, and each host has a capacity of 4 CPU, and 15.6 GB of RAM.

6.2.2 Methodology

Each experiment is done over the different scheduling algorithms. The first is the one that is default in OpenNebula, `mm_sched` with the striping heuristic. This setting is set by default because it is the one that will give the best QoS to the VMs, as it tries to allocate each VM to the host where there is the most resources.

The SOPVP scheduler is described in 4.2. For each algorithm, we collect several metrics. The power consumption as expected, but also the migrations number over time, and finally the relative duration of the VMs. The relative duration is computed as the actual duration from the moment the VM is actually running on the cloud, divided by the total duration, which is the duration from the spawn of the VM, until its deletion.

We randomly generate the workload over time on the cloud by randomly spawning VMs that are CPU stressed for their running duration. The random generation is done following a Poisson process, with a $\lambda$ value tailored to generate an average load onto the cloud. The mean load of the cloud depends on the mean load generated by each VM. We will generate each VM to take between 0.1 and 2 CPUs, following a uniform distribution. Each VM will last for a duration between 300 and 500 seconds, uniformly generated, which is an average duration of 400 seconds. We will also generate the memory requirement for each VM to be between 1024 MB and 6624 MB. Each VM is designed to represent on average around 25% of a single host.

With those values in mind, we can compute the $\lambda$ required for the Poisson process that will generate a specific average load.

Each VM is submitted to the cloud for the duration of the experiment, and the schedulers, that are on a periodic loop of 30 seconds, will allocate and reallocate them. Experiments between different schedulers are done using the same generated workload. Each set of settings is used on an experiment that will last 2 hours. That means that we’ve done a total of 17 different experiments, which represents more than 34 hours.
One should note here that a lot of variability inside a single run can occur. Indeed, there are small variations in the orders of actions that can take place when for example OpenNebula is responding to request, or even the variability in the time to boot a VM or a host, and yield to a different result.

6.2.3 Concurrent Migrations

We first start with an empirical experiment to calibrate the number of migrations we can do simultaneously on the testbed. To do so, we instantiate several VMs each with 2GB of memory, then we choose a fixed number of VM and migrate toward a random host. Obviously the network layout and the application inside the VM plays a big part in the result, but we need to keep in mind that it is only to define the number of hosts that we will unload in the algorithm. The RECS’s hosts are all connected to a 1 Gbps switch. The last part of the data transfer, when the VM is stopped on the source host and the core of dirtied page is sent to the destination host [8], is done without bandwidth limitation. Theoretically, if all the memory of the VM is dirtied during the process of sending memory pages, migrating a single VM would take up to 18 seconds.

As we can see in Table 2, the average migration time of the virtual machines migrating concurrently from one host to another is increasing as the number of migration increases. This is possibly due to either the speed of the memory of the destination host, some contention in the network, and the time OpenNebula takes to proceed with the migrations.

Although the numbers themselves are specific to the platform and experimentation, it still tells us that at a certain point, concurrent migrations tend to be near a time that is unacceptable. This time is defined arbitrarily by the provider.

In our platform with this particular setup and VM size, we consider that 6 concurrent VM live migrations toward the same host is the maximum we aim to set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nb. migrations</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Time (s)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>12.55</td>
<td>14.05</td>
<td>16.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.4 Implementing Energy Savings

There are several ways to handle the hosts state, that is when to power off and power on the physical machines to better save energy accordingly to what the VM consolidation algorithm is doing [19].

- FirstEmpty The first one is the easiest but not the most efficient, it works in a simple way, switching off hosts as soon as one host is empty, and power on hosts when the global load of the cloud is over a certain threshold.
- Pivot The second one works by keeping a pivot host. It first computes the projected number of hosts that is needed to run all the VMs, and tries to keep this number of hosts powered on plus the number of pivot hosts. This reveals the fact that the algorithm used for consolidation has to account for the pivot host, otherwise it will wind up consolidating too much and having an empty host, as previously shown in [14]. Although in any case it allows some leeway in the reallocation process, which will diminish VM effective duration degradation.

- Variation The last host state management strategy we defined is based on the variation of the global load over time. It keeps the history of all the variations that occurred, and count how many of the loads are going up and down. If there is more down than up, it will try to power off a host, and vice versa.

We have tried out the different types of host management strategies and their effect on the energy consumption and average effective duration. Table 3 presents the results of both the energy consumption, where lower is better, and the effective duration, where a higher value is better. NoHM represents the baseline when we are not switching on and off the hosts. The PivotCeil is similar to the Pivot strategy with the number ceiled instead of rounded. The values are for a cloud with an average load of 50%, and the same SOPVP algorithm, which as seen before consolidates effectively. As we can see in Table 3, the most efficient strategy is the pivot, as it is the most tailored for this experiment in particular, and reacts the best to fast and slow load changes. We can save up to 23% of power while having a degradation of QoS of only 5%. We can also see that compared to the FirstEmpty approach, we gain with Pivot both in energy consumption (7%) and QoS (4%). The Variation strategy yields bad results, since for this kind of cloud load, it will switch on and off hosts, when there are already a sufficient number of host usable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>noHM</th>
<th>FirstEmpty</th>
<th>Pivot</th>
<th>PivotCeil</th>
<th>Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy (kJ)</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (%)</td>
<td>84.58</td>
<td>77.24</td>
<td>80.73</td>
<td>88.86</td>
<td>87.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.5 Real Energy Consumption

In the last experiments we have implemented real powering on and off of the hosts which can be significant, as shown in [19]. We will conduct experiments three times with the host management strategy Pivot presented before.

As we can see in Figure 7, which represents the energy consumption for loads of 30%, 50% and 70%, the energy consumed is better using the SOPVP algorithm. We can also see that for higher loads, we can still save up 21% energy for a load of 50%, due to the reasons mentioned above, but also to
a higher strain on the cloud, it is even more important to power on and off hosts.

Figure 8 presents the corresponding average effective duration of the virtual machines. We can see that we can maintain roughly the same amount of QoS as mm_sched, but that QoS is dropping as the load increases, which is to be expected. This drop is due to different reasons. For mm_sched, it’s mainly due to the fact that on one hand we have the PIVOT, which may be suited because
it will take advantage always of the extra host if any, but on the other hand the
global load on the powered on hosts which is higher induces the algorithm to
fail to find suitable hosts for VMs, which leads to pending VMs, waiting to be
allocated. That’s also the reason why SOPVP is better at high loads, because
there are more VMs, and it becomes increasing more likely that mm_sched will
not find suitable host.

One should note here that even if an effective duration around 70-80% in
average seems bad, it is mainly due to the fact that with VM duration around
400 seconds, a scheduling loop of 30s, 30s to power on an host, and between
30s and 1 minute for OpenNebula to acknowledge the host and add in to the
host pool we can have a important impact of the waiting time that is due to
the experimental platform, since it represents a high portion compared to the
average duration. Such an effect would be greatly mitigated it we took VMs
with higher mean durations.

SOPVP algorithm proposes a reallocation of VMs in a cloud, in order to
save energy. We have compared it to the default algorithm provided in Open-
Nebula. We took into account several important factors to achieve consistent
consolidation, such as the number of hosts to unload, directly related to the
number of migrations we aim to make, but also the overhead induced by the
powering on and off of the hosts, which takes time by itself in a real system.
The algorithm is implemented in OpenNebula and has been experimented on
a real platform.

7 Conclusion

This article proposes an extension of classical cloud model by considering user
machine as part and parcel of its architecture rather than external requesters.
Implications are twofold.
Firstly, available resources include said machines. User applications can thus
be executed in three ways, ultimately reducing the load on the provider side:
locally, on a remote datacenter, or on a remote user machine.
Secondly, autonomic management embraces user machines in addition to those
of the datacenter. Users are consequently relieved of most administration tasks.

We defined a modular model and conformally implemented a platform
realizing this new paradigm. It is composed by:
1. VISHNU to federate clouds. It dispatches and manages jobs.
2. OpenNebula to create each cloud and provide an API to perform actions
   on each cloud.
3. An autonomic manager implemented using FRAMESELF. It manages the
   platform by migrating VM between clouds, shutting down machines...
4. A market to simplify the access to new software applications and manage
   billing.
To meet energy consumption and QoS concerns, a meta-scheduler and a scheduler have been proposed. The first has been integrated within VISHNU to select the most suitable cloud for each job. The scheduler, SOPVP, substitutes OpenNebula’s scheduler. Within a cloud, it selects the appropriate mapping between VMs and physical hosts.

Finally, this architecture and its usage have been modelled in the NEST simulation environment to design and size the capacity of the provider clouds to prevent overload.

Functionalities of the resulting platform are validated and demonstrated through various scenarios, three of which being described in this paper. The first depicts the purchase and installation of an application. The second illustrates its launch, from user request to VM instantiation. The third, more complex, begins with a user requesting its machine to be shut-down. Foreign VM are migrated to another cloud, due to a lack of resources on the current one. Once the required migrations realized, the scenario ends with the machine shut-down.

The internal scheduler managing resource usage is experimentally evaluated and compared with the native OpenNebula’s scheduler. We took into account several important factors to achieve consistent consolidation, such as the number of hosts to unload, directly related to the number of migrations we aim to make, but also the overhead induced by the powering on and off of the hosts, which takes time by itself in a real system. Results show a significant reduction of energy consumption with almost no QoS degradation.

Extensions of this work are twofold. Firstly, we plan to include VMs able to integrate several applications simultaneously. This will create new constraints in the scheduler and lead to more complicated autonomic policies. Secondly, the meta-scheduler will be improved to take into account network connectivity.
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